
People often think that most 
soldiers are heroes, and that most 
heroes are soldiers. Whether that is true 
depends on what you think a hero is. In this 
activity you will get to meet individuals who 
most people would agree are heroes. And you’ll 
meet individuals who are heroes to some people 
but not to others. At the end of the Soldiers and 
Chiefs exhibition you will have a better idea of 
what you think makes someone a hero.





Read the panel about John Boyle O’Reilly. 

What did John Boyle O’Reilly do to cause his expulsion from the army?

 She is an idealistic young bride married to a British Army officer.

 He’s reading an adventure novel.

 He’s trained to follow orders.

Place a tick on the Hero Scale to show how much of a hero O’Reilly is 
The Hero Scale is at the end of this book on page 11.

is an extremely heroic person 
is a person with some heroic aspects 
is a person who is not at all heroic



Read the section of the panel ‘Freelancers in Eastern Europe’ about Francis MacDonnell (‘Green 
on Green’) and then answer these questions.

The painting shows the French surrender to the Austrians in 1702 at the Siege of Cremona 
— what does the French Marshal Villeroi hand over to MacDonnell? 

Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero MacDonnell is 

There are two places to see objects associated with Myles Keogh: 
a panel called ‘Defending the Pope’, and another called ‘Keogh at the 
Little Big Horn’. Over his military career, Keogh joined two different 
armies: the Papal Army and the United States Army.

Look at the objects on display, read the panels, and answer these questions.
How successful was the Papal Army as a military force?



Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero Keogh is 

Go to the display ‘Serving Among the Sassonach’. Look for a small panel about Daniel Shea 
called ‘Irish Sailors’. Read the panels, look at the medals, and then answer these questions.

Why was Shea awarded each of these medals? 
What countries awarded him the medals? 

Medal 1

Medal 2

Is there any indication that Shea fought in any battles when he was in the Royal Navy?

Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero Shea is 



Find the large panel called ‘The Victoria Cross’ (VC) and read about this prestigious British medal. 

Now look at the names of the Irishmen who were awarded a VC. The names are grouped by 
county of origin — find the name of someone from your county, and answer these questions 
about him. Note that no one from County Longford is recorded as winning this medal. If you are 
from Longford, please choose someone from another county. 

His name      His rank

The date and place of his medal-winning act

Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero the Victoria Cross winner 
is 



Find the panel called ‘The Bitter End’ and read about Elizabeth 
O’Farrell. Look closely at the photograph to see the hem of her dress 
behind Patrick Pearse.

What did Elizabeth O’Farrell do at the end of the Rising?

Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero O’Farrell is 

Find the panel called ‘Professional Soldier, Fond Father’, read about Samuel Morgan, and look at 
the objects on display. Then answer these questions about Samuel Morgan.



Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero Morgan is 

Find the section called ‘Lost Leaders’ with the 
uniforms of Michael Collins and Liam Lynch. Read 
the information with each uniform, and then answer 
these questions.

During the War of Independence, Lynch and 
Collins were friends and fellow soldiers. 
Who did they fight against?

Which side did each man take during the Civil War: Anti-Treaty or Pro-Treaty?

Lynch

Collins



Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero Lynch and Collins are 

Find the panel titled ‘Paddy Finucane’; look at the logbook with the 
panel, and listen to the words of Finucane speaking on the radio in 
England. Answer these questions.



Place a tick on the Hero Scale (on page 11) to show how much of a hero Finucane is 



Look at your rankings on ‘My Hero Scale’ for all the possible heroes. Which person did you rank 
as the most heroic? Do you want to change any ranking after comparing them to one another? 
What does this tell you about your idea of ‘what is a hero’?
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